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The Center for Human Rights and Humanitarian Law’s Program on Human Trafficking and Forced Labor, along with the International Labor Rights Forum and the Solidarity Center (AFL-CIO), hosted a conference on March 24 entitled “Combating Human Trafficking and Forced Labor: The Obama Administration’s Global Agenda.” The conference focused on current efforts to curb the circulation of goods made with forced or trafficked labor within the United States; gaps in legal protections for domestic workers and the possibility of improving their work conditions in the new International Labor Organization convention on domestic workers; and new strategies for ensuring that programs and policies are evidence based and focused on reducing the numbers of victims and protecting the rights of victims. A rich discussion was held with Ana Avendano (Assistant to the President for Immigration and Community Action, AFL-CIO), Carol Pier (Associate Deputy Undersecretary, Bureau of International Labor Affairs, U.S. Labor Department), Antonia Pena (domestic worker and leader at Casa de Maryland, a non-profit organization providing legal services to immigrants), Jane Sigmon (Senior Coordinator for Programs, Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons, U.S. State Department), Matt Friedman (Regional Programme Manager, UN Inter-agency Project on Human Trafficking (Thailand, China, Burma, Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam)), Kathy Blakeslee (Director, Women in Development, USAID), Marcia Eugenio (Director, Office of Child Labor, Forced Labor, and Human Trafficking, Bureau of International Labor Affairs, U.S. Labor Department), Christian Levesque (Conrad & Scherer, LLP), and Katerina Karousos (Acting Chief, Multilateral Programs Unit, Office of International Affairs, Immigration and Customs Enforcement, U.S. Department of Homeland Security).

**NeHa MiSra** (Solidarity Center, AFL-CIO), **Ann Jordan** (Program Director, Center’s Program on Human Trafficking and Forced Labor), and **Bama Athreyea** (International Labor Rights Forum) served as moderators.

**U.S.-Israel Civil Liberties Law Fellows Program Celebrates 25 Years; Professor Herman Schwartz Honored**

To celebrate the 25th anniversary of the US-Israel Civil Liberties Law Fellows Program, the Washington College of Law (WCL) hosted a panel discussion on March 22 entitled, “Celebrating 25 Years of the US-Israel Civil Liberties Law Fellows Program: The Future of Human Rights in Israel.” Moderated by Center for Human Rights and Humanitarian Law Executive Director **Hadar Harris**, this dynamic discussion featured four past graduates of the program: **Joshua Schoffman** (former Deputy Attorney General of Israel), **SawSan Zaher** (staff attorney, Adalah), **Moshe Cohen-Eliya** (Senior Lecturer at Ramat Gan Law School), and **Durgham Saif** (attorney and former faculty at Haifa University’s Arab Minority Clinic). A moving dinner honoring longtime WCL Professor **Herman Schwartz**, followed the roundtable. For more on the Program and a profile of Professor Schwartz, please see the article in this issue.

**Center Hosts Conference on Customary (Traditional) Law**

On February 15, the Center for Human Rights and Humanitarian Law, the Human Rights Brief, and the WCL International Human Rights Law Clinic hosted an all-day conference entitled, “Custom, Law and Tradition: Alternative Legal Systems and Their Impact on Human Rights.” The conference explored the underrepresented issue of the intersection of customary law and human rights in traditional societies. Panelists discussed different perspectives on customary law in transitional and aboriginal societies; cultural codes of conduct that constitute customary law; the place of legal dualism in a modern constitutional state; intersections of customary law and gender, particularly with respect to land tenure rights; and the inclusion of customary law in national and regional courts. **Sanele Sibanda**, lecturer at the University of Witwatersrand in South Africa, delivered the keynote speech on whether modern conceptions of democracy and human rights provide a role for customary law in advancing human rights or enriching the constitutional state. Other speakers included Professor **Francis Ssekandi** (Columbia Law School), **Caroline Sage** (World Bank), Professor **Christine Zuni Cruz** (University of New Mexico), Professor **Ezra Rosser** (WCL), Professor **Rachel Rebouché** (WCL), **Hadar Harris** (Center for Human Rights and Humanitarian Law), and Professor **Todd Eisenstadt** (American University School of Public Affairs). Please see the article by Sanele Sibanda in this issue for more information.

**WCL/University of Peshawar Collaborative Exchange and Capacity Building Program: UP Program Director Visits Center, Leads Discussion on Gender and Human Rights in Pakistan**

As part of the Washington College of Law-University of Peshawar Collaboration Program, administered through the Center for Human Rights and Humanitarian Law, Professor **Nasir Khattak** from the University of Peshawar (UP), Pakistan, visited the Center to discuss the project and its next steps. The Collaboration Program, which aims to build the capacity of UP faculty members in the areas of human rights and gender studies, has already brought four UP faculty members to pursue their Ph.D.s throughout American University (AU). Two more fellows are expected to come to AU in fall 2010. In addition, on March 16, Professor Khattak spoke to a packed auditorium at WCL about “The Challenges of Supporting Gender and Human Rights Education in Peshawar.” He discussed the activities and goals of the UP’s ground-breaking Human Rights
Centre and Gender Studies Department — the first of their kind in Pakistan. Professor Khattak commented on the difficult realities of educating about gender and human rights in the volatile North-West Frontier Province, an area that has experienced rampant violence and felt the pressures of Talibanization.

**Experiential Learning Project FOCUSES ON EDUCATION AND IMMIGRANT CHILDREN**

The Center’s Student Advisory Board (SAB) sponsored a four-session Experiential Learning Project (ELP) on “Education and Immigrant Children.” The ELP is an annual SAB-run project that explores a particular human rights issue from various angles by taking students outside the classroom on site visits in the Washington, D.C. area in a series of four sessions and follow-up facilitated reflective meetings. Despite a significant delay in the project due to this winter’s epic snowstorms, the students attended sessions during which they explored the process and experience of immigration, English-as-a-second-language programs and acculturation, and “civic” education through a series of visits to the Center for Social Justice Research, Teaching and Service at Georgetown University; Education Strengthens Families Public Charter School; and Liberty’s Promise, a non-profit organization in D.C. that works with low-income immigrant youth. In addition, participants visited the Northern Virginia Juvenile Detention Center to learn about and discuss the issues surrounding detention of undocumented children. Both J.D. and LL.M. students participated in the initiative.

**Center Hosts Discussion on Transitional Justice in Nepal**

On March 3, the Center hosted a lunch-time discussion with Dr. Gopal Krishna Siwakoti entitled “Peace Dividend and Transitional Justice in Nepal.” Dr. Siwakoti is the president of Inhured International, an international human rights organization in Kathmandu. A former political prisoner and a torture survivor, Dr. Siwakoti, along with other colleagues, rejuvenated an amnesty movement in the early 1980s. He has been courageously fighting against the tyrannical panchayat system in Nepal and closely monitoring the decade-long armed conflict as well as the atrocities of the dictatorial royal regime under exceptionally difficult circumstances. As International Advisor of the Hague Appeal for Peace, his contribution in the human rights and peace movement is also manifested in the ongoing transition and peace process in Nepal. During this event, Dr. Siwakoti shared his experience in seeking justice and peace in Nepal and engaged in a fascinating discussion with the WCL community.

**Program on Human Trafficking and Forced Labor Holds Discussion on Human Trafficking in the Mekong Delta Region**

On March 22, the Program held a lunch-and-learn session on “Human Trafficking in the Mekong Delta Region” with Matt Friedman (Regional Programme Manager, UN Inter-agency Project on Human Trafficking (Thailand, China, Burma, Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam)). Friedman presented a comprehensive overview of the innovative work being done by the United Nations to document cases, locate traffickers, coordinate intergovernmental responses and foster new approaches in the region.

**Center Welcomes New Student Advisory Board for 2010-2011**

The Center for Human Rights and Humanitarian Law finalized the new members of its 2010-2011 Student Advisory Board (SAB). The SAB is a group of highly qualified and committed students interested in human rights and humanitarian law who work closely with the Center over the course of a year. The SAB focuses on assisting the Center in developing programming that reflects student interests and priorities. SAB members also participate in specialized skills-development workshops and meet weekly with Center Executive Director Hadar Harris. The 2010-2011 SAB members are: Ashly Hinmon, Maanas Reddy, Shubra Ohri, Andrew Maki, Anna Maitland, and Bhavani (Bhanu) Raveendran.

**Center’s Assistant Director and WCL Students Bring Niagara International Moot Court Cup to WCL**

Four WCL students, Ari Levin, Lindsey Siegel, Nutal Patel, and Sara Kang, coached by the Center’s Assistant Director, Matias Hernandez, won the Niagara International Moot Court Competition, an international law competition that this year drew fifteen law schools from Canada and the United States. The team from WCL also won the following awards: Best Team Argument — Applicant (Nutan Patel and Ari Levin), Runner-Up Team Memorial — Respondent (Lindsey Siegel and Sara Kang), 4th Place Advocate (Sara Kang), and 5th Place Advocate (Lindsey Siegel).

**Faculty and Staff Updates**

Claudio Grossman is the WCL Dean and a Co-Director of the Center for Human Rights and Humanitarian Law. In February, Dean Grossman served as moderator and commentator for a WCL event on “Special Mandates on Freedom of Expression: Ten Key Threats to this Fundamental Right,” which included panelists Catalina Botero (Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, Inter-American Commission on Human Rights), Frank La Rue (Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, OHCHR), and Toby Mendel (Senior Legal Counselor, Article 19 (Global Campaign for Freedom of Expression)). The following month, Dean Grossman was awarded the 2010 Henry W. Edgerton Civil Liberties Award from the American Civil Liberties Union of the National Capital Area at the 47th Bill of Rights Awards Dinner, in recognition of exceptional lifetime achievements related to the advancement and defense of human rights and civil liberties. He also co-organized a full-day conference with Amnesty International on “Strengthening the Prohibition Against Torture: The Evolution of the UN Committee against Torture,” serving as moderator for the panel on “Ensuring Reparations for Victims of Torture and Other Ill-Treatment” and introducing the keynote speaker, Assistant Secretary of State for the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor, the Honorable Michael Posner.

Dean Grossman also participated in the “Thirteenth Annual Hispanic Law Conference,” sponsored by WCL’s Latino/a Law Students’ Association, WCL’s Latino/a Alumni Association, the Hispanic National Bar Association, and the Hispanic Bar Associations of the District of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia, moderating a panel.
Additionally, Dean Grossman participated in a faculty colloquium at the University of Pretoria in South Africa, presenting a lecture to the Human Rights LL.M. Program regarding the prohibition of torture under international law and contributing to a Roundtable on Impact Litigation at the Constitutional Court of South Africa, which was co-organized by the University of Pretoria’s Centre of Human Rights and the South African Institute for Advanced Constitutional Studies. Dean Grossman also served as a luncheon speaker for “Litigation before International Human Rights Tribunals: Law School Opportunities and Existing Initiatives in the Americas,” which brought together more than 24 institutions from South, Central, and North America, and was co-sponsored by Utrecht University and the Network of Latin American Public Interest Clinics. That same month, Dean Grossman participated in a Meeting of Experts on Freedom of Expression in the Americas, Washington, D.C., co-sponsored by the United Nations and the Organization of American States, moderating a panel on “Vulnerable Groups, Freedom of Opinion and Expression, and the Fight against Discrimination.” He also participated in a panel discussion on “Freedom of Expression in Venezuela: The Work of Student Activists, Journalists, Human Rights Defenders and the International Community,” which was organized by Venezuela Perspectives in Washington, D.C. Dean Grossman moderated a special session on “New Voices” in international law at the 104th Annual Meeting of the American Society of International Law in Washington, D.C.

In April, Dean Grossman spoke on a "Deans’ Roundtable on the International Legal System and its Place in the New Millennium" at the American Bar Association (ABA) Section of International Law Spring Meeting in New York City. He also participated in the Miami Conference on “Practicing Law in an Interconnected World: Exploring Trends and Facilitating Dialogue,” sponsored by WCL in cooperation with AU’s Kogod School of Business, and served as the facilitator of the discussion group on human rights and as a discussant for the final session exploring the next steps in promoting interconnectedness in law practice. Recent media interviews include one on Oppenheimer Presenta regarding the case of Guillermo Farinas, a dissident Cuban journalist on a hunger strike to demand the freedom of 26 political prisoners in ill health.

Juan E. Méndez is a Visiting Professor of Law at WCL. On April 1 and 2, he visited the campus of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign where he gave a lecture on “Human Rights Trials and Truth Commission: What the United States can learn from Latin America,” as part of their prestigious, campus-wide MillerComm series. He also appeared on a radio talk show on the campus NPR affiliate on the issue, and gave two presentations at the law school. One of them was part of a conference called “What Would Lincoln Do,” in which Méndez spoke on a panel about participation and access to justice.

On March 25, 2010, Méndez was awarded the Goler T. Butcher Medal at 104th Annual Meeting of the American Society of International Law in Washington, D.C. In addition, on April 14, Méndez received the Rafael Lemkin Award for Contributions to the Prevention of Genocide, presented by the Auschwitz Institute for Peace and Reconciliation at a conference jointly sponsored by the Institute in Buenos Aires and the Foreign Ministry of Argentina. Méndez participated by video conference.

Diego Rodríguez-Pinzón is Professorial Lecturer in Residence at WCL and Co-Director of the Academy on Human Rights and Humanitarian Law. On March 5, 2010, he taught a course on the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights as part of the masters program at Facultad de Derecho, Universidad Sergio Arboleda (Bogotá, Colombia). On March 23, he gave a presentation on “The Inter-American Human Rights System and Transitional Processes” at a roundtable seminar, “Transitional Jurisprudence and the European Court on Human Rights: Comparative Perspectives,” at the Transitional Justice Institute at the University of Ulster, (Belfast, Ireland). On April 9, Rodríguez-Pinzón was interviewed on CNN Spanish regarding the retirement of Justice Stevens from the U.S. Supreme Court and the political and legal importance of the upcoming selection and confirmation process.

the body that preceded it, over a period of more than a decade of examining States parties' reports the Committee is of the view that a minimum core obligation to ensure the satisfaction of, at the very least, minimum essential levels of each of the rights is incumbent upon every State party. . . . If the Covenant were to be read in such a way as not to establish such a minimum core obligation, it would be largely deprived of its raison d'être.


Maastricht Guidelines on Violations of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 20 Hum. Rts. Q. 691-705 (1998). The guidelines were formulated by a group of more than thirty experts who met in Maastricht, the Netherlands in January 1997. The objective of the group was to expound on the Limburg Principles as regards the nature and scope of violations of rights in the ICESCR and to adopt appropriate responses and remedies.


Robertson, supra note 40, at 711-712.

Id. at 712.


Id.

Id. ¶ 126.

ICESCR, supra note 1, at art. 4.

ECOSOC, CESC, Implementation of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: General Comment No. 13, ¶ 45, U.N. Doc. E/C.12/1999/10 (Dec. 8, 1999) (“There is a strong presumption of impermissibility of any retrogressive measures taken in relation to the right to education, as well as other rights enunciated in the Covenant. If any deliberately retrogressive measures are taken, the State Party has the burden of proving that they have been introduced after the most careful consideration of all alternatives and that they are fully justified by reference to the totality of the rights provided for in the Covenant and in the context of the full use of the State Party’s maximum available resources.” (emphasis added)).


Id.


Id.

There seems to be a clear-cut division of labour among three international mechanisms created to work out solutions for developing countries’ external debts: (1) the Bank Advisory Committee, also referred to as the “London Club,” (2) the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative, and (3) the “Paris Club” of creditor countries. Private external debts are dealt with in the London Club process, while public external debts are worked out in the HIPC Initiative (for low-income developing countries meeting predetermined thresholds) and in the Paris Club (for middle-income countries and low-income countries that do not satisfy HIPC thresholds). See Villaroman, supra note 3.


Anne Pettifor, Resolving International Debt Crises Fairly, in Dealing Fairly with Developing Country Debt 326 (Christian Barry, Barry Herman and Lydia Tomitova eds., 2007).


Pettifor, supra note 84, at 327.

UNCTAD, supra note 82, at 28, 33.


ENDNOTES: Bringing Human Rights Home: The DC Right to Housing Campaign continued from page 14


33 WLCH, Timeline of WLCH and Homelessness in DC, http://www.legalclinic.org/about/history.asp (last visited Apr. 18, 2010) [herein after WLCH Timeline].


36 D.C. Law 8-197 (repealing D.C. Code § 3-602.1 on emergency shelter and support services).


The concept of the human right to housing has been further articulated and ratified by more than 150 countries through the ICESCR. France, Scotland, South Africa and Ecuador have adopted the right to housing in their constitutions or legislation.


Eric Tars, Waiting for Someone to Lead by Example, National Center on Homelessness and Poverty, Mar. 6, 2010, http://homelessnesslaw.wordpress.com/2010/03/06/waiting-for-someone-to-lead-by-example/ (quoting the formal U.S. statement by Douglas M. Griffiths, Deputy Permanent Representative of the U.S. Mission to the United Nations, in response to the UN Special Rapporteur’s Report: “While the U.S. has not ratified the International Covenant on Economic, Social & Cultural Rights, we have made a political commitment to a human right related to housing in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). Although U.S. law does not treat adequate housing as a legally enforceable right, our law does provide certain legally enforceable rights and protections related to housing such as anti-discrimination requirements and provision of adequate housing to persons in government custody.”).

For more information, see Center for Economic and Social Rights, http://www.cesr.org (last visited Apr. 15, 2010).


U.S. CONST. amend. V (“no person shall be . . . deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law”).

U.S. CONST. amend. XIV (“nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law”).


Id.

Escuela v. New York Housing Authority, 425 F.2d 853, 861 (2d Cir. 1970); Caulder v. Durham Housing Authority, 433 F.2d 998, 1002-03 (4th Cir. 1970) (noting that “[t]he ‘privilege’ or the ‘right’ to occupy publicly subsidized low-rent housing seems to us to be no less entitling to due process protection than entitlement to welfare benefits which were the subject of decision in Goldberg or the other rights and privileges referred to in Goldberg.”); Joy v. Daniels, 479 F.2d 1236, 1242 (4th Cir. 1973) (due process guarantees prohibited arbitrarily ejecting low-income residents from a quasipublic housing unit).

Goldberg, supra note 37, at 264.

490 F. Supp. 941, 945-46 (D.D.C. 1980). In the mid-1990s, the WLCH sued the District of Columbia arguing that the D.C. government’s shelter policies violated the Fifth Amendment due process and equal protection guarantees by imposing upon applicants unnecessary and burdensome documentation requirements and by failing to afford disappointed applicants timely hearings.

Id. at 946-47.

Id. at 947. On appeal, the D.C. Circuit upheld the District Court’s findings that notice and an opportunity to present written comments was sufficient to satisfy any procedural protection required and did not reach the issue of whether there was a due process right at stake. See Williams v. Barry, 708 F.2d 789, 792 (D.C. Cir. 1983).


Washington Legal Clinic for the Homeless v. Barry, supra note 34.

In 2005, the Homeless Services Reform Act established an interagency council on homelessness that is composed of the administrative heads of various D.C. governmental departments along with four-to-ten shelter service providers, two-to-five formerly homeless or homeless persons, and two-to-five advocates of the homeless population. The HSRA does not include a right to emergency shelter; however, it does include the right to shelter during severe weather.

Since the D.C. Court of Appeals’ decision in 1997, however, there have been numerous court rulings around the world finding a right to housing and/or shelter. See, e.g., Government of the Republic of South Africa. & Ors v Grootboom & Ors 2000 (11) BCLR 1169 (CC) (S. Afr.) (finding a violation of the right to housing and ordering the state to “devise, fund, implement and supervise measures to provide relief to those in desperate need”); Victoria (City) v. Adams, [2009] BCCA 563 (Can.); [2008] BCSC 1363 (Can.) (first case in Canada to recognize the right to adequate housing as a component of the right to life, liberty and security of the person in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, traditionally a more “negative rights” framework like that of the U.S. Constitution). Particularly noteworthy, at least in the Canadian case, is that in the aftermath of the decision, the City of Victoria added approximately eighty new shelter beds and implemented a new policy on temporary shelters to comply with the Court’s ruling, but advocates also used the ruling to mobilize in support of federal legislation to protect the right to adequate housing. Perhaps litigation strategies should be reconsidered, particularly as one tool in a broader advocacy strategy, in light of these rulings.


WLCH, supra note 2.

Student attorneys in the International Human Rights Law Clinic serve as members of the Steering Committee and the Policy / Lobbying Workgroup, and have undertaken the task of drafting the accountability legislation.


For an overview of the Campaign’s goals, see American Friends Service Committee, DC Right to Housing Campaign, http://www.afsc.org/dc/ht/d/sp/i/83261/pid/83261 (last visited Apr. 15, 2010).

For more information, see National Law Center on Homelessness and Poverty, http://www.nlchp.org/.

See Foscarinis, supra note 37.
ENDNOTES: The Right to Life Is the Right to Food: People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India & Others continued from page 18


4 India Const. art. 21 (“No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure established by law.”).


8 Id.


11 See Tripathi, supra note 9, at 61-63.

12 S.P. Gupta, Supp. S.C.C. at 87 (“Where a legal wrong is caused to a person or to a determinate class of persons by reason of violation of any constitutional or legal right…and such person or determinate class of persons is by reason of poverty, helplessness or disability or socially or economically disadvantaged position, unable to approach the Court for relief, any member of the public can maintain an application for an appropriate direction, order or writ in the High Court and, in case of breach of any fundamental right, in this Court under Article 32 seeking judicial redress.”).

13 Id.

14 Interview with Colin Gonsalves, Executive Director, Human Rights Law Network, in New Delhi, India (Jan. 11, 2010).


18 “Mid-Day Meal Scheme” (MDMS) is the popular name for the National Programme of Nutritional Support for Primary Education. See Gov’t of India, Dep’t of Sch. Educ. & Literacy, Guidelines of National Programme of Nutritional Support Education (launched in Aug. 1995), available at http://www.education.nic.in/mdm/mdm1995.asp [hereinafter MDMS Program Guidelines].

19 See id.


21 See MDMS Program Guidelines, supra note 18.

22 Interview with Rheetika Khera, Development Economist, Right to Food Campaign, in New Delhi, India (Jan. 11, 2010) (transcript on file with author).


24 For example, the Campaign launched a “country-wide ‘day of action on mid-day meals’ in April 2002” and spent several years monitoring, reporting, organizing, lobbying, and campaigning on the issue. See Press Release, Nationwide Action Day on April 9, 2002 (Apr. 9, 2002), available at http://www.righttofoodindia.org/mdm/aday_pressrelease.html.


26 Khera, supra note 20, at 4742.

27 See Right to Food Campaign, supra note 23.

28 Honorable President of India, Shrimati Pratibha Devisinghi Patil, Address to Parliament (June 4, 2009), available at http://presidentofindia.nic.in/sp040609.html.


33 Indeed, the Indian government’s current assessment of the BPL population stands in stark contrast to the percentage of the population estimated by civil society to be poor or unable to access adequate levels of food. While the Indian government assesses the BPL population to be at 27.5 percent, the National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO) reports a far higher number of persons unable to access a basic nutritional intake. According to this report, 70.1 percent of persons in urban areas and 61.3 percent of persons in rural areas consume below the NSSO caloric intake norm. See Nat’l. Sample Survey Org., Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation, Perceived Adequacy of Food Consumption in Indian Households (2007).
are not active participants in the Right to Food Campaign, and those
struggling at the grassroots to produce food and earn a living from
doing so remain disconnected. The majority of Indians derive their
income from agricultural production and poverty is the main cause
of hunger in India. There is enough food in India for everyone to
eat adequately and nutritionally, but the inability to purchase food
prevents people from doing so. The Right to Food Campaign should
incorporate the needs and rights of farmers into its demands for a
robust food security act. Despite the fact that food prices in India
continue to climb to the highest level in a decade, see, e.g., Kartik
Goyal and Manish Modi, India Food Prices Climb 19.95%, the
E1U, and have risen so steeply that the price increase is effecting
not only the most impoverished but also the middle class, there has
yet to be a national, grassroots movement to demand food security.
See, e.g., Statement, Asian Human Rights Commission, India: Civil
Society Demands Food Security to All (Nov. 16, 2009), http://www.
ahrchk.net/statements/mainfile.php/2009statements/2295; Delhi:
UP Farmers to Protest Sugarcane Prices, ONEINDIA NEWS, Nov.
protest-sugarcane-prices.html (last visited Apr. 20, 2010).
18 Interview with Dipa Sinha, Supreme Court Commissioner, in New
Delhi, India (Jan. 21, 2010) (transcript on file with author) (stating that
in the past year the Commission has received more reports of starvation
deaths than ever, and that the level of urgency is reaching or is at the
level of hunger and starvation that launched the case in 2001).
19 Id.

ENDNOTES: The Right to Education: A Multi-Faceted Strategy for Litigating before the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights continued from page 24

11 The 2006 RFK Human Rights Laureate Sonia Pierre from
the Dominican Republic received the RFK Center award for her
work on behalf of Dominican children of Haitian descent who are
denied nationality rights.
12 Supra note 5.
13 RFK CENTER, RIGHT TO EDUCATION OF AFRO-DESCENDANTS
AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN THE AMERICAS (2008), available at
http://www.rfkcenter.org/files/20090907_rt2ced_ENG.pdf (a
report prepared for a thematic hearing before the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights) [hereinafter RIGHT TO EDUCATION
REPORT].
14 Id.
15 Id.
16 Id.

17 RIGHT TO EDUCATION REPORT, supra note 13, at 48.
18 The author and the RFK Center Right to Education team
devised the strategy based on conversations with grassroots
partners and on research developed by clinical partners from the
UVA and Cornell Law Schools.
19 The author will not discuss the procedural steps once an
individual claim is filed before the Commission or once it
eventually gets to the Inter-American Court.
20 The author will not elaborate further in order not to infringe
on client–partner confidentiality.
21 RIGHT TO EDUCATION REPORT, supra note 13, at 58.
22 American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man,
O.A.S. Res. XXX, Apr. 1948, reprinted in Basic Documents
Pertaining to Human Rights in the Inter-American System, OAS/
23 American Convention, supra note 2, art. 26.
24 Id. art. 21.
25 Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 2, art. 13.
26 Id. art. 16.
27 Id. art. 3.
28 Inter-American Democratic Charter art. 13, Sep. 11, 2001, 40
I.L.M. 1289.
29 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217A, at 71,
U.N. GAOR, 3d Sess., 1st plen. mtg., U.N. Doc. A/810 (Dec. 12,
1948).
30 James L. Cavallaro & Emily Schaffler, Rejoinder, Justice Before
Justiciability: Inter-American Litigation and Social Change, 39
Before Justiciability].
31 American Convention, supra note 2, art. 26 (“The State
Parties undertake to adopt measures, both internally and through
international cooperation, especially those of an economic and
technical nature, with a view to achieving progressively, by
legislation or other appropriate means, the full realization of the
rights implicit in the economic, social, educational, scientific, and
cultural standards set forth in the Charter of the Organization of
American States as amended by the Protocol of Buenos Aires.”).
Although the full realization of economic, social, and cultural

http://digitalcommons.wcl.american.edu/hrbrief/vol17/iss3/13
The right to education as a human right is to be achieved progressively according to Article 26 of the American Convention, analyzed in connection with Article 1, the obligation to “adopt measures” is immediately binding upon States Parties.  

Although international human rights law does not define the scope of “primary education,” international organizations such as UNESCO have developed guidelines for understanding the concept. See Fons Coomans, Content and Scope of the Right to Education as a Human Right and Obstacles to Its Realization, in Human Rights in Education, Science and Culture: Legal Developments and Challenges 183, 198 (Yvonne Donders & Vladimir Volodin eds., 2007) (“Primary education relates to the first layer of a formal school system: it usually begins between the ages of five and seven and lasts approximately six years, but in any case no fewer than four years.”).

See American Convention, supra note 2, arts. 1, 24, 26; Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 2, arts. 1, 13, 16.  


Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 2, art. 13.  

Id. at 196.

Less as More, supra note 6, at 225.


RIGHT TO EDUCATION REPORT, supra note 13.


Kalantry, supra note 40, at 257. To learn more about this proposed methodology for using indicators to measure compliance with ESC rights, see id. at 259-310.

Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 2.

Id. arts. 13, 16.

Id. art. 3; American Convention, supra note 2, arts. 1, 19, 24; Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence Against Women, Mar. 5, 1995, 33 I.L.M. 1534 [hereinafter Convention of Belém do Pará].

American Convention, supra note 2, arts. 19, 26; Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 2, art. 13; Convention of Belém do Pará, supra note 46, art. 8.


Id.

Id.


RIGHT TO EDUCATION REPORT, supra note 13, at 57.

STATE DEP’T REPORT, supra note 49.

In Recognition of the Right of Black Colombians to Collectively Own and Occupy their Ancestral Lands, Law 70 of Colombia (1993) [hereinafter Black Community Law].


RIGHT TO EDUCATION REPORT, supra note 13, at 1.

Id. at 61.

The author and the Cornell Human Rights Clinic team made the assessment after a feasibility interview with probable Afro-Colombian plaintiffs in Colombia in September 2009.

STATE DEP’T REPORT, supra note 49.


The author derived the assessment from interviews with several indigenous peoples’ leaders in Guatemala and Colombia on different occasions in October and December 2007 in Guatemala and Colombia respectively and again in Colombia in September 2009.


Id. at 55 (Definition of Ethno-education).

Id. art. 56 (Principles and Ends). Law 60 of 1993 was repealed by Law 715 of 2001.


RIGHT TO EDUCATION REPORT, supra note 13, at 79.

In December 2007, the author visited an indigenous university managed by CRIC.

RIGHT TO EDUCATION REPORT, supra note 13, at 80.

The author interviewed an ACIN spokesperson as part of the RFK Center and Cornell Human Rights Clinic delegation.
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same as those for a civil marriage or union, save that the marriage must be celebrated or entered into in terms of customary law. With respect to the RCMA as read with the Intestate Succession Act, the position is now the same as at common law, where all descendants of the deceased are now entitled to inherit in their individual capacities.

Polygyny is the practice of having more than one wife at one time and is distinct from “polygamy,” the practice of having more than one spouse at one time.

For a detailed discussion of the essence and difference between unofficial and official customary law, see Himonga & Bosch, supra note 4, at 319-31.

Although the Bill’s preamble conveys the drafters’ desire to fit the Bill within the Constitutional fold, the Bill contains several features that are problematic. Aninka Claasens identifies some of the more concerning features as the following: the failure provide for a meaningful community role in the adjudication process, traditionally one of the distinctive features of traditional courts; the presiding traditional leader is under no obligation to consult on any decision irrespective of their potential to throw an entire community into disharmony; and the presiding traditional leader is given wide powers to make parties perform some form of unpaid service for the benefit of the community. See Aninka Claasens, What is Wrong with the Traditional Courts?, MAIL AND GUARDIAN ONLINE, June 2 2008, http://www.mg.co.za/article/2008-06-02-whats-wrong-with-the-traditional-courts-bill.

According to the Bill, the power to appoint and remove traditional leaders as presiding officers in traditional courts lies with the Minister of Justice and the provincial Premier, while making no provision for community participation. This fact, read against the failure of the bill to ensure community participation, could have resulted in grave consequences in the event that the traditional leader fall out of favor with the community or in the event that he himself would violate customary law.

One of the issues leading to the bill failing to pass was the fact that there was little consultation of the affected rural communities whereas there were eight consultative workshops held with traditional authorities. See Pearlie Joubert, supra note 40.